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State Senator Paul Giannis is a candidate for Mayor of Kindle County. His identical twin brother

Cass is newly released from prison, 25 years after pleading guilty to the murder of his girlfriend, Dita

Kronon. When Evon Miller, an ex-FBI agent who is the head of security for the Kronon family

business, and private investigator Tim Brodie begin a re-investigation of Dita's death, a complex

web of murder, sex, and betrayal-as only Scott Turow could weave-dramatically unfolds...
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This is a review of the entire novel, not of the free four chapter preview.The identical twin crime

novel has been done so often it's become a clichÃ©, but Scott Turow knows that. Just when I

thought I had it figured out and was disappointed that the story followed an obvious path, the plot

twisted. Then it twisted again, becoming a different story altogether. Kudos to Turow for taking a

familiar plot device and doing something new with it. Unlike some of Turow's other novels, Identical

isn't a courtroom thriller, a departure that might disappoint readers who want an author to write the

same novel over and over. It is instead a novel about the intersection of politics and law. That's

been done before too, but few writers do it better than Turow. Identical is set in the familiar legal

terrain of Kindle County and features several secondary characters (including Sandy Stern) who are

well known to Turow's fans.Paul Gianis is a brand new attorney who, as the novel opens in 1982,

will soon become a prosecutor in Kindle County. Paul is attending a picnic where several of the

novel's principle characters are gathered, including Paul's twin brother Cass, his mother Lidia, his

brother's caustic girlfriend Dita, and Dita's father, Zeus Kronen. After warning us that the day of the



picnic will change Paul's life, Scott Turow jumps ahead to a 2008 parole hearing, where we meet

Dita's brother, Hal Kronen, a wealthy real estate developer. Cass has nearly finished serving his

sentence for Dita's murder. Also attending the hearing are Kronen's vice president for security, Evon

Miller, and his private investigator, Tim Brodie. Paul, having departed the prosecutor's office for a

lucrative personal injury practice, is now the majority leader in the state senate and a candidate for

mayor.
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